This paper proposes a rule base compression method for fuzzy systems. The method is based on filtration of rules with identical linguistic values for the output that are known as non-monotonic rules. The filtration removes the redundant computations in the fuzzy inference with respect to the crisp values of the inputs to the fuzzy system. The method identifies the redundant rules after fuzzification and removes them while preserving the defuzzified output from the fuzzy system for each simulation cycle. In comparison to the known rule base reduction methods, this rule base compression method does not compromise the solution and has better efficiency in terms of on-line computations. The method processes the rule base for a fuzzy system during simulation cycles by contracting it to a rule base of a smaller size at the start of each inference stage and then expanding it to its original size before the next fuzzification stage.
Introduction
Fuzzy systems are usually good at capturing the qualitative complexity of a wide range of problems by means of their linguistic modeling and approximate reasoning capabilities. However, this comes at a price because the associated operations during fuzzification, inference and defuzzification increase the quantitative complexity of the solution to these problems. This price gets even higher as the amount of fuzzy operations increases as a result of the increased number of rules in the fuzzy system.
The number of rules in a fuzzy system is often an exponential function of the number of inputs to the system and the number of linguistic values that these inputs can take (see Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] . This exponential function has been used as a main indicator for the quantitative complexity of the associated fuzzy system. However, this is a fairly rough indicator because the quantitative complexity depends on the overall amount of operations during fuzzification, inference and defuzzification. For example, a 4-input fuzzy system with 2 linguistic values per input has the same number of 16 rules as a 2-input fuzzy system with 4 linguistic values per input but the amount of operations in the first system is about twice as big as the one in the second system due to the twice bigger number of inputs in the rules.
There has been a growing interest recently in complexity issues of fuzzy systems (see Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] . This is due to the fact that fuzzy systems are already more widely used in large-scale applications where their quantitative complexity becomes more obvious. In particular, many methods have been developed for reducing this quantitative complexity. These are known as rule base reduction methods as they reduce the number of rules by reducing the number of inputs or the number of linguistic values that these inputs can take. The main objective in this case is to suppress the associated exponential function. These methods are classified into six groups and discussed below.
The first group of methods is aimed at removing less significant or merging similar linguistic values (see Refs. [9] [10] . From these two strands, the one based on removal of linguistic values is more straightforward but it involves a higher risk as a result of the removal of the associated fuzzy set. On the other hand, the strand based on merging of linguistic values is more difficult for application due to the necessity to define a new fuzzy set for each of the merged linguistic values.
The second group of methods is aimed at removing less significant or merging similar inputs (see . From these two strands, the one based on removal of inputs is more straightforward but it involves a higher risk as a result of the removal of the associated physical variable. On the other hand, the strand based on merging of inputs is more difficult for application due to the necessity to justify physically the merging of the associated variables.
The third group of methods is based on singular value decomposition of the matrix representing the crisp values of the output from a fuzzy system (see Refs. [13] [14] . As a result of this decomposition, the number of linguistic values for the inputs to the system is reduced. Although this group of methods can be quite effective in reducing the number of rules in a fuzzy system, they are applicable mainly for systems with two inputs. In the case of more inputs, the singular value decomposition process becomes quite complex as the dimension of the space in which the associated matrix is defined increases significantly.
The fourth group of methods is based on conversion of the intersection rule configuration of a fuzzy system into a union rule configuration with a smaller number of rules (see Refs. [15] [16] . This group of methods can be quite effective in reducing the number of rules in a fuzzy system but they can only be applied to a special class of problems called 'additively separable'. For problems that don't belong to this class, the conversion of the intersection rule configuration into a union rule configuration is not possible.
The fifth group of methods converts a fuzzy system into spatially decomposed subsystems as a result of which the overall number of rules is reduced (see Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In this case, the interactions among the subsystems are partially compensated and the resulting decomposed system has a decoupled structure. Although this group of methods has been widely used recently, the success of their application depends on the strength of interactions among the subsystems and the level of their compensation.
The sixth group of methods rearranges the inputs in a fuzzy system in a way that leads to the reduction of the number of rules (see Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In this case, the fuzzy system is decomposed into a multilayer hierarchical structure such that each layer has only two inputs and one output. Although these methods have become quite popular recently, they don't offer clear interpretation of the intermediate variables between the first and the last layer. Besides this, only two inputs are taken into account in each layer while all other inputs are ignored. Most of the above rule base reduction methods for fuzzy systems have serious drawbacks such as empirical nature, limited scope and approximate solutions. The empirical nature of the methods in groups 1-2 and 5-6 assumes the use of a 'trial and error' approach that can be unreliable. Besides this, the limited scope of the methods in groups 3-4 makes them inapplicable to a wide range of fuzzy systems. And finally, the approximate solutions obtained by the methods in all groups 1-6 compromise to some extent their performance.
This paper addresses the above three drawbacks of rule base reduction methods by proposing a novel rule base compression method that is characterised by systematic nature, universal scope and precise solutions. Besides this, the method uses a more accurate indicator for the quantitative complexity of fuzzy systems in terms of overall amount of on-line operations as opposed to the fairly rough indicator in terms of number of rules that is used by existing methods.
The remaining part of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides some theoretical preliminaries for fuzzy systems. Section 3 introduces the rule base compression method. Section 4 illustrates the application of this method for a service centre operation case study. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the method in a quantitative and comparative context. Section 6 summarises the main advantages of the method and highlights future research directions.
Theoretical Preliminaries
A fuzzy system can be represented by the following rule base The maximum number of rules r in a fuzzy system is an exponential function of the number of inputs m and the number of linguistic values w that each input can take (see Refs. [29] [30] . If this number is a constant, the maximum number of rules is given by r = w m (2) where v is the number of linguistic values per input.
However, if the number of linguistic values that each input can take is not a constant, the maximum number of rules in a fuzzy system is given by r = w 1 The aim of the rule base compression approach in fuzzy systems is to remove all redundant operations during fuzzification, inference and defuzzification whereby the associated redundancy is caused by nonmonotonic rules, i.e. rules with identical permutations of linguistic values of outputs. Such rules are often present in large quantities in fuzzy systems irrespective of whether the rule base has been created using expert knowledge or available data. In this case, the approach has to identify all redundant non-monotonic rules with respect to the crisp non-fuzzified values of inputs and remove these rules from the rule base without affecting the crisp defuzzified values of outputs. Therefore, this approach acts as a filter for redundant non-monotonic rules in the rule base that reduces the quantitative
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In order to identify the redundancy in a rule base for a fuzzy system, it is necessary to consider the stages of fuzzification, inference and defuzzification. This consideration is presented further below whereby the inference stage includes three substages -application, implication and aggregation (see Refs. [32] [33] . The considerations are for single-output systems but they can be easily extended to multiple-output systems whereby each output is considered separately and in relation to the same set of inputs.
The fuzzification stage in a fuzzy system maps the crisp value of each input to the system to a fuzzy value by a fuzzy membership degree. This degree can be obtained from the fuzzy membership functions for the inputs to the fuzzy system. The considerations presented are based on normal triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions that have a maximum equal to 1 and are commonly used in fuzzy systems due to their simplicity.
In this case, the fuzzy membership degree f ps for an input is derived by (4) where x ps , p=1,..,m, s=1,..,r is the continuous crisp value of the p-th input in the s-th rule of the fuzzy system and a ps , b ps , c ps are the parameters of the triangular fuzzy membership function used for fuzzification of this input. In particular, a ps is the point at which the membership function becomes greater than 0, b ps is the point at which the membership function reaches its maximum at 1 and c ps is the point at which the membership function becomes equal to 0 again. The symbol '/' denotes arithmetic division in Eq. (4) and all subsequent equations.
The application substage in a fuzzy system maps the fuzzy membership degrees of the inputs in each rule to a firing strength for this rule. The considerations presented here are based on rule bases with conjunctive terms in the 'if' part. Such rule bases are commonly used in fuzzy systems due to their ability to represent the simultaneous effect of all inputs.
In this case, the firing strength g s for a rule is derived by
where f ps , p=1,..,m, s=1,..,r is the fuzzy membership degree for the p-th input in the s-th rule of the fuzzy system. The implication substage in a fuzzy system maps the firing strength for each rule to a fuzzy membership function for the output in this rule. The considerations presented here are based on horizontal truncation that cuts the normal fuzzy triangular membership function for the output in each rule to a subnormal fuzzy trapezoidal membership function whose maximum is equal to the firing strength for this rule. This type of truncation is commonly used in fuzzy systems due to its simplicity.
In this case, the fuzzy membership function F sq for an output is defined by
where f ksq , k=1,..,t, s=1,..,r, q=1,..,n is the fuzzy membership degree for the k-th element from a discrete variation range for the q-th output in the s-th rule of the fuzzy system, y ksq is the associated element from this range and t is the number of such elements. The symbol '*' in Eq. (6) denotes binary association, i.e. the fuzzy membership degree f ksq is associated with the element y ksq from the discrete variation range for this output.
As the subscript k for f ksq and y ksq in Eq. (6) is not required further, this subscript will be omitted for simplicity. Therefore, the element y sq is mapped to its fuzzy membership degrees f sq by (7) where y sq , s=1,..,r, q=1,..,n is the discrete crisp value of the q-th output in the s-th rule of the fuzzy system and a sq , b sq , c sq , d sq are the parameters of the trapezoidal
Copyright: the authors fuzzy membership function for this output. This function is obtained during the implication substage from the initial triangular fuzzy membership function for the output. In particular, a sq is the point at which the membership function becomes greater than 0, b sq is the point at which the membership function becomes equal to its maximum g s , c sq is the point at which the membership function becomes less than its maximum at g s and d ps is the point at which the membership function becomes equal to 0 again. The aggregation substage in a fuzzy system maps the fuzzy membership functions for all rules to an aggregated fuzzy membership function representing the overall output for the rules. The considerations presented here are based on disjunctive rule bases. Such rule bases are commonly used in fuzzy systems due to their ability to represent the effect from the most dominant rule.
In this case, the aggregated fuzzy membership function F q for an output is derived by
where F sq , s=1,..,r, q=1,..,n is the fuzzy membership function for the q-th output in the s-th rule of the fuzzy system. The symbol 'or' denotes a union operation that is applied to the fuzzy membership functions for the output in all rules. This operation is applied to the fuzzy membership degrees for all the elements from the discrete variation range for this output.
The defuzzification stage in a fuzzy system maps the aggregated fuzzy membership function for an output to a crisp value from the discrete variation range for this output. As this value is of a continuous type, the associated discrete variation range is mapped to its continuous counterpart. The considerations presented assume that the defuzzified value of the output is the centre of gravity for the aggregated fuzzy membership function for this output. This defuzzification method commonly used in fuzzy systems due to its applicability for any shape of aggregated fuzzy membership function for the output.
In this case, the defuzzified value D q for an output is derived by
where f kq , k=1,..,t, q=1,..,n is the aggregated fuzzy membership degree for the k-th element from the discrete variation range for the q-th output of the fuzzy system and y kq is the associated element from this range.
Eq. (9) represents f ksq and y ksq from Eq. (6) without the rule index s as the defuzzification stage is independent of the rules. Obviously, D q can take any values within the continuous counterpart for the discrete variation range for this output. The symbols '.' and '+' in Eq. (9) denote arithmetic multiplication and addition, respectively.
Rule Base Compression Method
The method introduced here removes dynamically the redundancy in a non-monotonic rule base of a fuzzy system during the fuzzification, inference and defuzzification stages for each simulation cycle. The redundancy is expressed by the presence of nonmonotonic rules and it is removed by filtering the redundant subset of these rules with the aim of making the rule base monotonic.
Filtration of non-monotonic rules in a fuzzy system is equivalent to representing a 'many-to-one' mapping as a 'one-to-one' mapping. A mathematical theorem for this representation is shown below. The proof of the theorem is based on Boolean logic laws and it is also shown further below. (18) where the 'negation' and 'disjunction' operator are replaced by an 'implication' operator. Eq. (18) represents an implication that can be rewritten as Eq. (11) where the implication operator is replaced by an 'if-then' notation. So, this concludes the proof.
Theorem 1. A set of non-monotonic disjunctive rules in the form
The 'many-to-one' mapping from Eq. (10) is represented equivalently as a 'one-to-one' mapping from Eq. (11) . In this case, the z logical propositions (A 11 and … and A m1 ) … (A 1z and … and A mz ) in the 'if' part of the non-monotonic set of rules in Eq. (10) Theorem 1 can be trivially extended to an arbitrary number of sets of non-monotonic rules where each of these sets can be represented by a separate single equivalent rule. In this way, the non-monotonic rule base of a fuzzy system can be converted to an equivalent monotonic rule base of a smaller size that contains only the single equivalent rules.
Theorem 1 describes the theoretical foundations of the rule base compression method. The practical implementation of this method is given by the algorithm below.
Algorithm 1.
(i) Put all non-monotonic rules in separate groups sorted in an increasing order with respect to the linguistic values of the output, whereby the rules in each group have the same linguistic values of the output and different permutations of linguistic values of the inputs. (ii) For each group of rules, find a single equivalent rule whose effect on the defuzzified output is the same as the effect of all rules in this group. (iii) For each group of rules, keep the single equivalent rule and remove all other rules. Algorithm 1 guarantees that there is only monotonic rules left in a fuzzy rule base after the completion of the filtration process. In this case, the number of monotonic rules is equal to the number of non-monotonic groups of rules and the number of different of linguistic values of the output. Therefore, the filtration process can be applied with a guaranteed success whereby the resulting compressed rule base is always monotonic.
Step 1 in Algorithm 1 can be applied off-line but steps 2-3 can only be applied on-line. This is because the single equivalent rule is a dominant rule that can be
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Copyright: the authors found only after the completion of the fuzzification stage and the application substage. This dominancy is expressed by the rule with the maximal firing strength for each group as a result of which the effect of all other rules from the group on the defuzzified output is completely neutralised. When there is more than one such dominant rule in a group, i.e. two or more rules with maximal firing strength for the group, any of these rules can be selected arbitrarily as a single equivalent rule.
As Algorithm 1 is applied right after the completion of the fuzzification stage and the application substage for each simulation cycle, the remaining substages of implication and aggregation as well as the defuzzification stage can make use of the compressed monotonic rule base. However, for the next simulation cycle, the original non-monotonic rule base must be used again in the fuzzification stage and the application substage.
Theorem 1 and Algorithm 1 are presented above for a single-output fuzzy system but they can be trivially extended to a multiple-output fuzzy system with an arbitrary number of outputs. In this case, the multipleoutput fuzzy system from Eq. (1) 
whereby all considerations from the theorem and the algorithm can be applied repetitively to each of these systems.
Simulation Results
The rule base compression method is applied to a case study for service centre operation. A fuzzy system for service centre operation is described by the inputs i 1 3 , as well as the substitutions VS=1, S=2, RS=3, M=4, RL=5, L=6, VL=7 for o 1 , the rule base for this fuzzy system can be presented, as shown in Table 1 . Then, by applying step 1 from Algorithm 1, this initial rule base can be rearranged into a sorted rule base by putting all nonmonotonic rules in separate groups, as shown in Table  2 . The empty rows in Tables 1-2 are used for the purpose of visual separation of rules from different groups. 7  1  3  1  2  8  1  3  2  2  9  1  3  3  1   10  2  1  1  2  11  2  1  2  1  12  2  1  3  1   13  2  2  1  3  14  2  2  2  2  15  2  2  3  1   16  2  3  1  4  17  2  3  2  3  18  2  3  3  2   19  3  1  1  7  20  3  1  2  6  21  3  1  3  4   22  3  2  1  4  23  3  2  2  4  24  3  2  3  2   25  3  3  1  5  26  3  3  2  4  27  3  3  3  3 Co-published by Atlantis Press and Taylor & Francis Copyright: the authors 2  14  2  2  2  2  18  2  3  3  2  24  3  2  3  2   13  2  2  1  3  17  2  3  2  3  27  3  3  3  3   16  2  3  1  4  21  3  1  3  4  22  3  2  1  4  23  3  2  2  4  26  3  3  2  4   25  3  3  1  5   20  3  1  2  6   19  3  1  1  7 Further on, by applying steps 2-3 from Algorithm 1, the sorted rule base can be transformed into a compressed rule base, as shown in Table 3 . This rule base contains only the single equivalent rule from each of the seven non-monotonic groups of rules from the sorted rule base. The determination of these single equivalent rules is described below. 4  1  2  1  1  7  1  3  1  2  13  2  2  1  3  16  2  3  1  4  25  3  3  1  5  20  3  1  2  6  19  3  1  1  7 The following paragraphs consider in detail the fuzzification, inference and defuzzification stages for the initial rule base first and then for the compressed rule base. The aim of these considerations is to show the behavioural equivalence of the two rule bases, i.e. that the defuzzified output is the same for any crisp values of the inputs. In the current example, the three inputs and the output can take crisp values within the normalised discrete variation range At the fuzzification stage for the initial rule base, it is necessary to consider all possible linguistic values for each input. In this context, it should be specified how the fuzzy membership degree for a particular linguistic value of a given input can be obtained. This specification is based on the parameters of the fuzzy membership functions used for fuzzification of the inputs, as shown below.
The fuzzy membership degree f r L for the linguistic value low of the input repair utilisation factor can be obtained by the formula 
Eq. (20) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the 'equality' part of the sign in the first line of Eq. (7) is removed form Eq. 
The 
Eq. (24) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the arithmetic division in the fourth line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (24) to avoid division by zero as a result of the equality of the parameters c r H and d r H . Also, the 'equality' part of the sign in the fifth line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (24) to account for the vertical right shoulder of the membership function. The parameters of the fuzzy membership functions for the first input to the fuzzy system are summarised in Table 4 .
The fuzzy membership degree f s S for the linguistic value small of the input number of servers can be obtained by the formula 
Eq. (26) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the 'equality' part of the sign in the first line of Eq. (7) is removed form Eq. (26) to account for the vertical left shoulder of the membership function. Also, the arithmetic division in the second line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (26) to avoid division by zero as a result of the equality of the parameters a s S and b s S .
The fuzzy membership degree f s M for the linguistic value medium of the input number of servers can be obtained by the formula 
Eq. (30) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the arithmetic division in the fourth line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (30) to avoid division by zero as a result of the equality of the parameters c s H and d s H . Also, the 'equality' part of the sign in the fifth line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (30) to account for the vertical right shoulder of the membership function. The parameters of the fuzzy membership functions for the second input to the fuzzy system are summarised in Table 5 . Eq. (26) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the 'equality' part of the sign in the first line of Eq. (7) is removed form Eq. (26) to account for the vertical left shoulder of the membership function. Also, the arithmetic division in the second line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (26) to avoid division by zero as a result of the equality of the parameters a s S and b s S .
The fuzzy membership degree f d S for the linguistic value short of the input mean delay of service can be obtained by the formula 
Eq. (36) differs slightly from Eq. (7). In particular, the arithmetic division in the fourth line of Eq. (7) Also, the 'equality' part of the sign in the fifth line of Eq. (7) is removed from Eq. (36) to account for the vertical right shoulder of the membership function. The parameters of the fuzzy membership functions for the third input to the fuzzy system are summarised in Table 6 . 
After the application substage of the inference stage, it is necessary put all the rules from the initial rule base in non-monotonic groups in accordance with step 1 of Algorithm 1. Then, it is necessary to identify the single equivalent rule for each group and remove all other rules from the initial rule base in accordance with steps 2-3 of Algorithm 1, as shown below.
The firing strength for the rules in each group is given by Eqs. (65) 
The single equivalent rules for the above groups are given by Eqs. (72) 
Therefore, the compressed rule base will contain only the seven single equivalent rules presented above. In this case, the implication and aggregation substages of the inference stage will be quite simple, as shown by Eqs. (79)-(85) and Eq. (86), respectively. These substages take into account the parameters of the fuzzy membership functions for the output from the fuzzy system that are summarised in Table 7 . 
The aggregated fuzzy membership function F for the output of the compressed rule base is the same as the one for the output of the initial rule base. This is because the single equivalent rules for each nonmonotonic group override the effect of the other rules during the implication and aggregation substages of the inference stage. Therefore, the seven rules of the compressed rule base will lead to the same defuzzified output as the twenty rules of the initial rule base.
Like the fuzzification stage and the application substage of the inference stage, the defuzzification stage for the compressed rule base is the same as the one for the initial rule base. However, the efficiency gained by the removed redundant operations during the implication and aggregation substages of the inference stage significantly outweighs the complexity added by the selection process for single equivalent rules, as shown further below. For terminological clarity, the initial rule base and the compressed rule base will be associated with a conventional fuzzy system and a filtered fuzzy system, respectively.
The behavioural equivalence of the conventional fuzzy system and the filtered fuzzy system is illustrated analytically in Tables 8-10 The dominant single equivalent rules for all permutations of crisp values of the inputs for the filtered fuzzy system are presented in Tables 11-13 for the above three crisp values of the first input. These tables show the corresponding rule numbers from the conventional fuzzy system in accordance with Table 1 . The behavioural equivalence of the conventional fuzzy system and the compressed fuzzy system is illustrated also graphically in Figs. 1-6 for the above three different crisp values of the first input. These figures show the output surfaces for the two systems, which are identical for each permutation of crisp values of the inputs. The underlying numerical crisp values for these output surfaces are derived for 30x30 equally spaced points within the discrete variation ranges for the inputs. In this case, the precise numerical values and dominant rules are not shown as in Tables 8-13 due to the high space requirements for representing such as a large number of points. 
Performance Evaluation
The proposed rule base compression method is evaluated comparatively in terms of its computational complexity, which reflects the level of quantitative complexity in general. In particular, a filtered fuzzy system that uses this rule base compression method is compared to a conventional fuzzy system that operates with all its rules and a hierarchical fuzzy system that uses the most popular rule base reduction method. The presented evaluation is two-fold -for the service centre operation case study and in a general context. The purpose of the evaluation is to demonstrate the efficiency of a filtered system in relation to a conventional system and a hierarchical system whereby unlike the hierarchical system whose accuracy is usually worse than the one of the conventional system, the 
In order to reduce the number of possible permutations of values for m, w and t, it would be reasonable to assume that the variation of the parameters w and t is fixed by the formula
Eqs. (90)-(91) define a fairly wide scope for evaluating the computational complexity of fuzzy systems. In particular, most fuzzy systems are initially considered for one simulation step of one output before more simulation steps of this output or simulations of other outputs are considered. Also, fuzzy systems are usually represented with up to several inputs because the number of rules for more inputs would be almost unmanageable. In addition, the inputs and outputs of fuzzy systems are often described by an odd number of linguistic values as this provides better coverage of the associated discrete variation ranges. And finally, the number of elements in the discrete variation ranges for an output is often between 2 and 3 times greater than the number of linguistic values for this output, whose number is often close or equal to the number of linguistic values that each input can take. Table 14 presents the results from a general comparative evaluation of the computational complexity of the CS, the HS and the FS. This evaluation is made using Eqs. Table 14 shows that the FS is more efficient for all considered permutations of values for the relevant parameters. As in terms of accuracy the HS is only an approximation of the CS whereas the FS is equivalent to the CS, it is obvious that the FS outperforms significantly the CS and the HS. This superiority is valid for fuzzy systems whose number of rules is up to 14000 and above. 
Conclusion
The proposed rule base compression method for fuzzy systems reduces significantly the number of rules during the implication and aggregation substages of the inference stage. This translates into a substantial reduction of the associated computational complexity in terms of the overall amount of on-line operations. In addition, the solution is not compromised because the defuzzified output of the filtered system is the same as the output of the conventional system. Therefore, the method is suitable for both time-critical and safetycritical applications. The proposed method can be extended easily for other types of fuzzification, inference and defuzzification. For example, instead of triangular membership functions for fuzzification, it is possible to use trapezoidal ones or others. Also, instead of truncation type of implication, it is possible to use scaling type or others. And finally, instead of centre of gravity type of defuzzification, it is possible to use weighted average type or others. In all these cases, only small adjustments have to be made to ensure that the defuzzified value of the output for the filtered system is the same as the one for the conventional system. The proposed method is illustrated for single simulation cycles of single-output fuzzy systems but it can be easily extended to multiple simulation cycles and multiple-output fuzzy systems. In this case, all procedures presented can be applied in exactly the same way to each simulation cycle for each output. This
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Copyright: the authors would lead only to a linear increase of the associated computational complexity, which would be proportional to the number of simulation cycles and the number of outputs. The proposed method is illustrated for a two-input fuzzy system whereby each of the inputs can take up to a few linguistic values. However, it is also applicable to fuzzy systems with an arbitrary number of inputs that can take an arbitrary number of linguistic values. In this context, the method is evaluated for fuzzy systems with up to four inputs and up to eleven linguistic values per input, i.e. fuzzy systems with up to 14000 rules and above. The comparison shows the superiority of the method to two widely used other methods. In particular, the proposed method has the same accuracy as the method used in a conventional system but much better efficiency while at the same time it has fairly better accuracy and quite better efficiency than the method used in a hierarchical system.
The proposed method is illustrated for fuzzy systems with a single rule base but it can be also used for fuzzy systems with multiple rule bases such as fuzzy networks. In this case, the fuzzy network can be transformed into a linguistically equivalent single rule base system by means of rule base merging operations and the method can then be applied in exactly the same way to this single rule base system. The proposed method is illustrated for non-evolving fuzzy systems. However, it can be also used for evolving fuzzy systems whereby the rule base can be updated at the start of each simulation cycle. In this case, the updated rule base can be processed in the same way as the initial rule base of the conventional system during the fuzzification stage and the application substage of the inference stage.
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